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The.ftgures ln the margtn lndlcate
full marks for the quesfions,

1. Answer the following questions : Lx7=7

(a) state the vector field with respect to
cartesian co-ordinate. Give one example.

(b) Show that V.f=8, where V=ix+ jA+ fr,2 .
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the(c)

in(d)

Write the order and ,Cegree of
differential equation

4

.,f# +x#+a=e

Write the volume element
curvilinear co-ordinate.

(e) If A and

prove that

(d.)

Answer anV three
questions :

B are each irrotation dl,

A*E is solenoidal.

nds, where

of the following

$ x3= 15

Evaluate IJt.
s

closed surface.

(o) Prove :

VS

.. ,:.

Find the integrating

following differential

solve it., :

factor (IF) of the

equation and

(b)

+a

(e) Give the value of JUt"l d.x
-a

n Define variance in statisticg, , g.

(g) state the principle of least square fit.

Answer of the following questions:
)x4=B

(a) Find a unit vector perpendicular to
the surface , x2 + A2 - z2:1 1 at the
point (4,2,51 .

(b) If A= A(t), rhen show thar

r

*L 'ff"#l= Al*"#l
(t * x2)#.2xa= cosx
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(c) Expresscurl A=VxA incylindrical
co-ordinate.

(d.) what is Dirac-delta function ? show
that the function

d(x) = tim sin(znex)
e-+ 0 lTt

is a Dirac delta function.

(e) If O(*,A,2) = 3x2A -At x' be any scalar
function O, find out
(i) grad 0 at point (1, 2, 2l

(it) unit vector a perpendicular to
surface.

Answer ang three of the following
questions : 1ex3=30

(a) (t) If .4 (r, A), Fr(*,d are two
continuous functions having
continuous partial derivatives

an
AA and * over a region R

bounded by simple closed curve
C in the x-A plane, then show
that

(tt) A function f(x) is defined

f o, x<2
Ilr{ -(z,x+ 

g) ,2 s x 14as 118

t o, x>2

Show that it is a probability density
function. g

(b) Solve the following differential
equations : 5+5= 10

a)- 1(v*r)
2 \' '\ tv I

where, 6 =i @r* jrr+ fr,*,
r = ix+ ja+fr,2 s

(t)

w

s#. nffi+ 4y = 6e-2xt3

4, z** s a'"
0x" 0 *09

+2# =e

r,ail=(* w\*oo,
rl0 4

f tFdx+
C

(c) (t) A rigid body rotates about an uis
passing through the origin with
angular velocity A and with
linear velocity fr=6xf , then
prove that,
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If

*. 
l

a

1S any constant.

Apply Green's theorem

evaluate the integral
t''Il

$ t 6a- x2) a* +x2a dal
,C,, ^:
,,:, triangle bounded" by

,' 

.i 

,

U=O, 'X'i. I and A, 
: X.

r. ' 
,. . "

, l" .".'tl ,

(it Prove that

+a

: Ifk) d(*-c)dx= /(c)
-a

;: ' r i'i

A =' f("+at) + g(x-at), show that
satisfies the equation

ffiw
where f and g are as"umed to

'

at least twice differentiable and

0 Applying Gauss'theorem,
evaluate

JIr dydz + A d"zdx+z dxdg, where
s

S is the sphere of radius

x2+A'+22=L

(it) Evaluate y'V in spherical
co-ordinate.

it, @)(it)

':...'..;,,t,:

plane to

over the

the line

5

aln

,'''

(d.) (il

I

6

4
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